
Contact us today for more information on how iSolved can transform the way you 
operate your manufacturing plant at 508-832-0800.

Operating a manufacturing plant requires careful precision 
and staying on top of a variety of tasks. A small delay could 
result in a major loss in production that’s hard to make up. 
Finding and using all available efficiencies is one key for 
success. For HR, payroll, time tracking, and benefits, iSolved 
provides those needed efficiencies—and at a price point 
that’s perfect for a small-to-midsized manufacturing plant. 

This cloud-based solution offers payroll, time tracking, 
onboarding, and ACA compliance all in one technology. Say 
goodbye to tedious manual processes and complicated, 
disparate tools that require importing and exporting and 
duplicate data entry.

Focus on running your manufacturing plant; let iSolved streamline your HR tasks

KEEP THE ASSEMBLY LINE MOVING WITHOUT WORRYING 
ABOUT TIME TRACKING OR JOB COSTING

iSolved Features:

• Paperless onboarding
• Job costing/transfer punching
• Unlimited jobs
• iSolved GO mobile app

 – Employee access to schedules, pay 
history, time off requests, and more

• Rich compliance reporting
 – Executive Dashboard to control 
labor costs and OT

 – Real-time manager portal 
 – Union reporting
 – Certified payroll
 – ACA reporting

• OSHA management and reporting
• Tracking Worker’s Compensation
• Time worked: MRP/ERP data 

integration

Your benefits with iSolved:

• More time to focus on your 
manufacturing facility

• Less worry about governmental 
compliance

• Higher level of employee 
engagement and teamwork

• View labor data in real time and 
make informed business decisions

• Reduce errors, improving your 
bottom line

• Mitigate risk through iSolved Legal

• Available rugged time clocks with 
biometric, proximity, bar code, mag 
stripe, and key punch data collection 
options, connected via Ethernet/
mobile communications
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